Ablation and thermal effects in treatment of hard and soft materials and biotissues using ultrafast-laser pulse-train bursts

Abstract: Ultrafast laser pulses (≤1 ps) are qualitatively different in the nature of their interaction with materials, including biotissues, as compared to nanosecond or longer pulses. This can confer pronounced advantages in outcomes for tissue therapy or laser surgery. At the same time, there are distinct limitations of their strong-field mode of interaction. As an alternative, it is shown here that ultrafast laser pulses delivered in a pulse-train burst mode of radiant exposure can access new degrees of control of the interaction process and of the heat left behind in tissues. Using a laser system that delivers 1 ps pulses in 20 μs pulse-train bursts at 133 MHz repetition rates, a range of heat and energy-transfer effects on hard and soft tissue have been studied. The ablation of tooth dentin and enamel under various conditions, to assess the ablation rate and characterize chemical changes that occur, are reported. This is compared to ablation in agar gels, useful for live-cell-culture phantoms of soft tissues, and presenting different mechanical strength. Study of aspects of the optical science of laser-tissue interaction promises to make qualitative improvements to medical treatments using lasers.
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Ablation und thermische Effekte bei der Bearbeitung von harten und weichen Materialien sowie Biogewebe mittels ultraschneller Laserimpulsfolgen
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1 Introduction

In laser ablation of soft or hard biological tissues using lasers, energy absorption and heat transfer are determining factors for regulating the ablation process and for controlling collateral effects that may damage or stimulate living tissues. When ablating hard tissue, such as dental enamel, some heat transfer to the surrounding hard tissue may be desirable since melting may produce helpful material modifications [1]. However, when ablating soft tissue it is often important to minimize heat transfer to avoid damage to healthy tissue, or delay of wound healing. For instance, in refraction-corrective surgery, nanosecond (ns) laser pulses of a particular wavelength and radiant exposure, as the pulse duration is shortened the intensity is increased concomitantly. In dielectric materials and typically in tissues, field strengths are reached which ionize the medium by a combination of multiphoton absorption and avalanche ionization [3, 4]. Thereafter, absorption is mediated by the moderately dense plasma that is formed, which has its own characteristic absorption, relatively independent of the wavelength. Thus, though the process starts as a non-linear one, once plasma-mediated absorption has been established subsequent absorption is a linear process, but one in which the specific chromophores of the tissue or other medium matter little.

To the degree that ultrafast-laser ablation is determined by plasma-mediated absorption, generically, and subsequently by the thermal properties of the medium, what can be learned from ultrafast-laser materials-processing largely carries over to hard and soft biotissues. In materials-processing studies, solutions using ultrafast-laser pulses at high repetition rates (>1 MHz) have been found which permit high rates of ablation while greatly reducing material stress – and with little post-exposure strain left behind in the material [12]. Those studies suggest important new directions for clinical laser treatments of dental enamel and dentin, and perhaps of bone.

This paper compares the impact of ultrashort (≤1 ps) laser pulses at high repetition rates (multi-MHz) on soft, hard, and brittle materials and on soft and hard biotissues. It is seen that this ‘ultrafast-laser pulse-train burst’ mode of delivery of radiant exposure permits ablation at levels below the normally expected threshold for isolated pulses, permitting somewhat gentler material removal. While interaction has the low collateral impact characteristic of ultrafast lasers, small amounts of residual heat build up slowly and modify material characteristics during processing. In the case of brittle materials and tissues, this means that shocks and ablation take place not in the original brittle state, but in context of a temporarily more ductile medium, reverting to a brittle medium after processing. This gives the ultrafast-laser pulse-train burst mode a special niche in hard-tissue treatments, e.g., for dental surgery. In the case of soft tissues, this offers new avenues of control for laser ablation or debridement, especially for restricting undesirable collateral heating, or optimizing circumstances of desirable collateral heating.
2 Materials and methods

2.1 Laser system

The laser used in the studies reported here is a purpose-built flashlamp-pumped Nd: glass system (λ=1054 nm) at the University of Toronto [13]. An oscillator with active-passive and feedback-controlled mode-locking produces a quasi-cw pulse-train burst of over 3000 pulses, with pulse durations adjustable in the range of 1–10 ps (Figure 1). Direct from the oscillator, intrinsic pulse energies are up to 1 μJ (typically 100 nJ) with inter-pulse separations of 7.5 ns (133 MHz). The pulse-train burst duration is up to 20 μs per shot.

Shorter pulse-train bursts can be obtained using a purpose-built Pockels cell ‘N-pulse selector’, which provides a square-pulse optical transmission window to select a sub-train (Figure 1, inset). Two multi-pass Nd: glass amplifiers increase the per-pulse energy to up to 10 μJ/pulse, and thus a total train energy of up to, e.g., 12 mJ per shot for a 10-μs burst (Figure 2). For studies of ultrafast pulse-train-burst treatment of metals, the beam was focused by under-filling a molded aspherical lens (Geltech C280TME; Thorlabs USA) with a numerical aperture (NA) of 0.15 and a focal length f≈18.4 mm, producing a focal spot of 7 μm full width at half maximum (FWHM).

For studies of treatment of dielectrics (fused silica, dentin and enamel, and hydrogels), the beam was focused by under-filling a molded aspherical lens (Geltech C240TME; Thorlabs USA) with NA=0.5 and a focal length f=8 mm, making a focal spot measured to be 2 μm×3 μm FWHM. Optimal focusing was constantly monitored by autocollimating the retro-reflected beam, from which an equivalent-target plane (ETP) image was recorded on each shot. Pulse and total energies, pulse-train burst duration, and the pulse-train burst envelope were recorded for each shot using time-resolving and time-integrating photodiodes coupled with integrating spheres and similar. All irradiation of specimens was performed in air, with the laser at normal incidence onto the specimen surface.

For hydrogel tissue-proxy studies, the pulse-train burst was amplified using two four-pass amplifiers to reach a maximum per-pulse energy of ~30 μJ, and total per-shot (i.e., whole pulse-train burst) energies up to 80 mJ. The amplified pulse-train burst was focused onto the gel sample surface using a 20 mm focal length aspherical lens (Asphericon AL2520B; Thorlabs USA) to a near-diffraction-limited ~5-μm FWHM spot. Maximum available intensity at focus was 1.5×10^14 W cm^-2. As before, ETP imaging provided a monitor of the size and quality of the focal spot. Unlike other specimens, each gel sample was irradiated with just one pulse-train burst (shot), to simplify interpretation.

2.2 Targets and target preparation

Metal-foil targets were compared to targets of fused silica, human tooth dentin and enamel, and hydrogels suitable for suspended cell-cultures.

Aluminum targets of thickness 10–200 μm (purity 99% or better; Goodfellow Corp., USA) were mounted on 2-mm thick holder-plates, the foils free-standing over 8 mm-diameter clearance holes.
Fused silica (Corning 7980 UV Grade) targets were optically polished to a specification of 20/10 scratch/dig <7 Angstroms.

Sterilized extracted human teeth were obtained from the Department of Dentistry at the University of Toronto. Without decalcification, the clinical crowns were sectioned perpendicular to the long axis into 1 mm-thick slices using a diamond saw and then polished to about wavelength flatness. To ensure that the cutting and polishing process did not alter the chemical composition or structure, micro-Raman analysis (JY LabRAM; Horiba Scientific, USA) on the prepared enamel and dentin was performed.

All targets were positioned at focus to within a Rayleigh range, as monitored by the ETP system described above and in Figure 2.

Hydrogels were prepared by dissolving solid agar in distilled water at a concentration of 25 μg/ml and temperature of 45°C, leaving them to solidify at room temperature. Punch-hole biopsies, 6 mm in diameter, were extracted from the hydrogel for laser irradiation. In order to facilitate virtual sectioning by confocal fluorescence laser scanning microscopy (CFLSM), as discussed below, hydrogels were prepared with the addition of rhodamine-123.

### 2.3 Diagnostics and analysis

After laser irradiation, optical micrographs of all specimens were made for preliminary examination, before glass, dentin and enamel specimens were coated by evaporation-deposition with a 300 nm-thick layer of gold for scanning electron microscopy (SEM) (Hitachi S-2500). Stereoscopic SEM images were taken by tilting the samples eccentrically by 2–5° around the ablated site at the surface plane, and a three-dimensional (3D) digital elevation model (DEM) was created using a post-processing stereoscopic analysis package (MeX®; Alicona Imaging GmbH, Austria) [14]. The virtual object gave the 3D morphology (Figure 3) with a systematic accuracy of about 3% (typ. ±1 μm) in depth, from which ablated width, height and volume could be measured.

After laser irradiation, hydrogels prepared with rhodamine-123 were mapped in 3D using a confocal laser scanning microscope (LSM 510; Zeiss, Germany) with an objective (FLUAR; Zeiss) having a 10× magnification, 0.5 NA, and 1.9-mm-long working distance sufficient to access fluorophores deep within the hydrogel matrix.

### 3 Results

For ultrafast laser pulses and absorption by plasma-mediated ablation, plasma absorption is ‘generic’ and whether for hard or soft biotissues, glass, or metals the plasma is metal-like in its optical characteristics. The principle distinctions in how the specimen is subsequently affected lie in the material properties: thermal diffusivity, specific heats of melting and vaporization, and mechanical properties such as tensile strength and shear strength. Results in fused silica are particularly useful, since the material is dielectric, but questions remain, in comparison to hard and soft tissues, about the contributions of linear absorption, and the propagation of heat and shock waves.

#### 3.1 Comparison of single-pulse and burst mode in dielectric material

Figure 4 compares the depth of etching in fused silica which resulted from irradiation by 1-ps pulses, delivered...
singly or in bursts of 300 pulses at 7.5-ns spacing between pulses. Here, the etch depth of ablation (measured in profile from optical microscopy) is plotted against the total fluence (radiant exposure) which produced it. With single 1-ps pulses, two characteristic regimes of etching or ablation of glass are evident: a so-called gentle-etch regime (up to about 60 J cm⁻²), and a strong-etch regime (in the range 60 – 200 J cm⁻²). Above 200 J cm⁻², single shots fracture the fused silica, burst-mode does not.

For 1-ps single-pulse ablation, 200 J cm⁻² was a limit corresponding to etch-depths of a few micrometers. Above this single-pulse fluence, the fused silica specimen typically would shatter in a single shot (illustrated in Figure 5A). Even below this fluence, it was possible to accumulate only a limited number of weaker etching shots (<1 Hz) before shattering the glass, more shots for weaker pulses before fracture. The net effect was that single pulses acting at the same location ultimately could not etch more deeply than a few micrometers, whether delivered in a single strong pulse or via multiple weaker shots [15].

This was contrasted with the effect of a train of 300 1-ps pulses delivered at 133 MHz, which etched to several tens of micrometers in one 300-pulse shot. These etch depths are deeper than those achieved by overlapping single shots and at per-shot fluences of 1–60 kJ cm⁻², well beyond the limit at which a single pulse shattered the fused silica. Figure 5B illustrates the qualitatively different morphology which results: an optically smooth bore, and lip of material apparently raised while the material was ductile.

Cast in another way, Figure 6 compares what each individual pulse ablates, whether singly or on average in context of a burst of pulses (for pulse-train burst data points in Figure 6 the total fluence and the total etch-depth have been divided by the number of pulses). Here the relationship is reversed: within a pulse-train, each pulse can accomplish relatively gentle ablation at a per-pulse fluence an order of magnitude less than the nominal threshold for single pulses as seen in Figure 4.

### 3.2 Ablation rates in dentin and enamel

In context of the differences between single-pulse and pulse-train burst treatment of fused silica, the etch-depth and volume ablation rates in dentin and enamel using pulse-train burst mode are particularly interesting.

Human dentin specimens were irradiated at low (2 J cm⁻²) and high (4 J cm⁻²) radiant exposures per individual pulse, with varying pulse-train lengths of 3, 6, 8, 12, and 15 μs. Depths of etched hole were measured from DEMs produced stereoscopically, as described earlier. Figure 7 depicts the relationship of hole depth to pulse-train burst duration: hole depth increases, as expected, with both

---

**Figure 4** Fused silica etch rates – single 1-ps pulses vs. pulse-train burst mode, as a function of total fluence delivered. For single pulses, a gentle-etch regime spans fluences of 7–60 J cm⁻²; a strong-etch regime spans fluences of 60–200 J cm⁻². Above 200 J cm⁻², single shots fracture the fused silica, burst-mode does not.

**Figure 5** SEM top-view micrograph of microcracks in fused silica in usual ultrafast interaction: four individual 1-ps λ=1 μm pulses at 93 J cm⁻² fluence at a frequency of 1 Hz (A). View of hole in BK7 glass made by one burst-machining shot, using 300 1-ps λ=1 μm pulses. The ~15-μm deep hole has smooth walls and shows no evidence of fractures, cracks, or collateral damage (B).
pulse-train burst duration and integrated (whole-burst) radiant exposure.

The volume rate of removal of material is an important metric for practical surgical and dental applications. As previously reported elsewhere [7], a conventional 1 kHz Ti: sapphire fs-laser system with per-pulse energies of ~1 mJ provides steady volumetric ablation rates of ~2 mm³ s⁻¹ under identical focusing conditions as used in the present studies (i.e., per-pulse radiant exposure of 16 kJ cm⁻²). In the present study, ultrafast-laser pulse-train burst processing of dentin using a 15-μs-duration pulse-train burst with average per-pulse energy of 2 μJ, average (i.e., total energy 4 mJ; total fluence 67 kJ cm⁻²; per-pulse radiant exposure 33 J cm⁻²; peak intensity 2.4×10¹³ W cm⁻²), resulted in an average volumetric ablation rate of 3×10⁻³ mm³ s⁻¹ during irradiation. Compared to the 1-kHz Ti: sapphire laser in [7], pulse-train burst processing is 3×10⁻³ the per-pulse radiant exposure, delivered at 1.3×10⁵ the repetition rate. For comparison, a conventional high-speed dental drill will remove material at a much slower rate of about 1 mm³ s⁻¹ [16].

3.3 Test of modes of delivery of radiant exposure – fluence division

The observed differences between modes of delivery – single or kHz pulse rates and multi-MHz rates – begs the question about how one pulse affects the absorption of another, when mediated by timescales of the material or of the plasma. In laser materials processing of crystalline and amorphous solids important in photonics and industrial applications, a well-known effect is that of latent damage or subtle modification by the ‘incubation’ of crystal defects or structural changes [17]. For instance, in metals there is evidence that by irradiation with many pulses, just below the catastrophic damage threshold, crystal dislocations can be accumulated in the bulk. These occur over the depth of heat diffusion, accumulating over many shots before gross damage is manifest. In some dielectrics, color centers can be developed at irradiation intensities insufficient for ablation. Such preconditioning of the material is thought to affect subsequent ablation damage thresholds, and may well be a factor that affects pulse-train burst mode treatments.

On the premise that for pulse-train burst interactions the target effectively mediates interaction between pulses, incubation effects were investigated by introducing the principle of ‘fluence division’ – delivering a constant integrated fluence, but dividing it into separate bursts to restart the interaction each time.

For this investigation, total fluence was kept constant for all series. Then this constant total fluence was delivered in more numerous and progressively shorter pulse-train bursts, with a delay of seconds between bursts to ensure complete relaxation of the processes involved. Thus, a pulse-train burst of 1600 pulses was divided into N smaller mini-bursts, each with n pulses, where N·n=1600. The efficiency of etching, for each of these ways of delivering 1600 pulses, was compared.

The results are shown for fused silica in Figure 8, and for human dentin in Figure 9. As the fixed total fluence was delivered in more numerous and progressively shorter pulse-train bursts, shallower etch-depths resulted. Clearly, the more interrupted the fluence...
delivery, i.e., the more times re-starting the laser-matter interaction, the greater the fraction of fluence that went into preconditioning the tissue without ablating it. The trend may be explained by considering the number of pulses which remain to do the etching, in each case, after a fixed number of conditioning or incubating pulses have been ‘deducted’ from ablation.

This can be modelled as follows: suppose that a fixed number $a$ of pulses must be ‘invested’ at the start of each pulse-train burst, before ablation substantially begins. If one has a total number $A$ of pulses, and partition those into $N$ mini-bursts, $N-a$ pulses are lost as ‘overhead’ to seed the ablation process, leaving $A-N-a$ pulses to do the etching. If these etch with equal efficiency, once the material has been preconditioned, then the net etch-depth will scale as $A-N-a$.

For fused silica in Figure 8, this scaling fits the data very well, implying that 155 pulses are invested at the start of each processing-burst: the more times the pulse-train is restarted, the greater the ‘cost’. From dentin in the lower-fluence data of Figure 9, the fit implies that processing is latent for approximately the first 300 pulses of each mini-burst. For the higher-intensity case, a similar fit suggests a latency of about 128 pulses. Together, these results suggest that under these conditions ablation does not begin immediately, and some effect similar to incubation is in play, in which the material heats, the density of plasma builds, or the material itself changes composition. This process must be reversible, though, in the sense that re-starting the pulsetrain restarts the process.

3.4 Range of residual heat

As discussed above, for nanosecond and longer-duration laser pulses, the heat-affected zone around the focal spot can be large, and significant collateral damage can be imposed in materials, corresponding to significant histological insult in tissues. It is recognized that ultrafast-laser pulses, by virtue of their brief duration, produce far less collateral impact on the specimen. Given that pulse-train burst ultrafast laser treatments combine both timescales, making it unclear which category would be most similar, inference of heat-range was made in aluminum, a conductor with much larger thermal diffusion constant than dielectrics like fused silica, and dentin.

For this purpose, 100 μm-thick aluminum foils were pierced through by pulse-train bursts of 1600 pulses (12 μs) at fluences up to 6 kJ cm$^{-2}$, and ablated hole-sizes were recorded (Figure 10). With increasing fluence, the size of the hole drilled through increases, but not surprisingly this size does not match the radius under the Gaussian focal spot at which the specific energy imprinted matches the specific latent heat of vaporization – that is to say, ablation was not limited by local heat deposition. Instead, the much larger hole sizes can be fit by a dependence $E_0^{1/2}$ as shown in Figure 10. The physical reason for this scaling is discussed further in chapter “Discussion”, section 4.3.
3.5 Material modification

The mix of timescales, microsecond and picosecond, involved in pulse-train burst processing provides a special opportunity for controlling the way in which the total radiant exposure is delivered to the tissue. Whereas the pulse duration is short compared to characteristic thermal diffusion timescales, the pulse-train duration is relatively long compared to these and to hydrodynamic timescales for ablation. Therefore, one aspect of the study is the impact of pulse-train duration on collateral heating or specimen modification. Figure 5B shows detail of the lip of fused silica apparently melted and re-solidified, rather than recast, around the periphery of the treatment site.

Figure 10 shows Experimental dependence of through-hole diameter against average irradiant exposure (fluence), for \( l = 100 \, \mu m \) aluminum foils under pulse-train burst processing. Hole size is compared to two models: (A) the radius at which the Gaussian-beam locally ‘prints’ sufficient fluence \( F \) so that \( F/l \) equals the latent heat of vaporization; and (B) the maximum extent of a relaxing thermal distribution initially matching the laser profile, as measured at the threshold specific heat (compare with Figure 17).

3.6 Micro-Raman analysis

Through diffusion of heat, and potentially directly from ionization, extended material modifications can be caused during laser irradiation. This has previously been shown for dental hard tissue \([1, 10]\), and has been recognized in changes of index of refraction in fused silica. Of particular relevance, others have shown \([10]\) a potential for lasers to modify and strengthen enamel against corrosive agents (i.e., acid attack from dental caries) by heating the enamel above 400°C and removing carbonate constituents. Since dental caries concerns both enamel and dentin, micro-Raman spectroscopy (MRS) was used to assess material modification therein, and to compare changes in apatite mineral structures to those of the amorphous silicon dioxide.

Figure 11 shows SEM images of ablation sites in dentin for pulse-train durations of 5, 10, and 20 \( \mu s \). It can be seen that the melting is more extensive with increasing pulse-train burst duration: the time over which heat is deposited is large, but the ablation – and the small heat taken up from each 1-ps pulse – has ultrafast-laser character.

Figure 12 shows the MRS spectrum of untreated fused silica, and compares it to the spectrum sampled for the remelted lip around the ablation crater (glass transition temperature about 1600 K). Changes in the bond-coordination statistics are evident, which may correspond to densification of the glass.

Figure 13 shows MRS spectra of untreated dentin (blue curve) and enamel (red curve), and compares them to the spectrum obtained for dentin that has been melted and redistributed, or ablated and re-deposited, around the ablation site (green curve). The clear peaks around 500 \( \text{cm}^{-1} \) and at 965 \( \text{cm}^{-1} \) correspond to the hydroxyapatite and...
phosphate mineral components. Organic components of natural dentin are evidenced by the peaks at 1250 – 1661 cm\(^{-1}\) and 3000 cm\(^{-1}\), which represent the collagen protein matrix of dentin and the carbon-hydrogen (C-H) bond, respectively. It is evident from Figure 13, that the modified dentin material has lost almost all its organic components following the melting and ablation process. Moreover, as the pulse-train burst duration is increased from 5 to 20 \(\mu\)s the C-H peak is progressively suppressed, as can be seen in Figure 14. It is likely that this follows vaporization of parts of the organic components due to the extreme heat generated during the melting or ablation process. This suggests that dentin in the flowed or re-deposited material has been purified and vitrified into an enamel-like material following laser irradiation.

### 3.7 Soft tissue hydrogel model

Applied to soft tissues, the issues surrounding ultrafast laser ablation in general, and pulse-train burst ultrafast treatment in particular, are less about modification of the material left behind and more about the collateral impact on surviving cells around the crater. The fundamental mechanisms governing collateral cellular impact are best studied in a standardized tissue model that yields unambiguous, consistent results. Hydrogel cell cultures are commonly used as tissue proxies for laser-irradiation \[18, 19\] and fundamental studies of cell response to drug and radiation treatments (e.g., photodynamic therapy \[20\] and interstitial laser photocoagulation \[21\]).

The mechanical impact on hydrogels following pulse-train burst-mode laser ablation was investigated by measuring the volume of ablation craters, using CFLSM. Hydrogels have low optical scattering and absorption, and lend themselves well to virtual sectioning.

Ablation characteristics were found to be very reproducible. The crater depth, width and total volume were measured for different pulse intensities and burst durations (Figure 15). Both the the depth (Figure 15A) and the diameter measured at the surface (Figure 15B) of the ablation-crater scale nearly linearly with the per-pulse laser intensity over the range of 0.05–1.0\(\times\)10\(^{14}\) W cm\(^{-2}\).

There is, however, no discernible dependence on the pulse-train burst duration, in the range of 0.5–20 \(\mu\)s studied. Since it was expected that additional pulses should produce deeper craters, the time-dependent self-emission from the laser-induced plasma was measured. Green and blue self-emission light was recorded.
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for irradiating laser pulse-train durations of 0.1–20 μs, using the target lens to collimate light from the focus and relay it to a 1-ns risetime photodiode (DET210; Thorlabs USA). BG39 short-pass filters (Schott Glass, Germany) eliminated reflected 1053-nm laser light. Consistently, the plasma self-emission was observed to last for ∼100 ns, regardless of the pulse-train burst duration. This indicates that in the case of hydrogels, unlike teeth, only the leading 10 to 13 pulses contribute to ablation. This suggests these initial pulses are sufficient to initiate plasma breakdown and then explosive boiling – to vaporize enough water to establish a low-density cavitation bubble in the gel, wider than the focal spot of the Gaussian beam (~5 μm) and as long as the Rayleigh range (~50 μm). The low tensile strength of these gels allows easy disruption, compared to dentin, glass and metals.

4 Discussion

Results show that the mode of delivery of radiant exposure, or fluence, does much to determine the impact of a given laser energy on a material or biotissue. Low repetition-rate (or single) ultrashort laser pulses leave only trace amounts of heat behind, but clearly with increasing repetition rate these trace amounts of heat have the potential to accumulate significantly [15], and to thermally modify the specimen. This will depend on the degree to which the heat, and the plume of ablating plasma itself, dissipates during the delay between pulses.

4.1 Heat deposition and ablation

It appears that two factors allow these pulse-train bursts (at repetition rates greater 100 MHz) to etch more gently than single-pulse (1 Hz–100 kHz) etching – in fact, etching may proceed at a per-pulse fluence which is below the nominal threshold for single pulses to ablate glass.

One, the accumulation of heat in fused silica as in dentin and enamel, appears to temporarily modify the brittleness of the material, making it more ductile and less susceptible to shock fracture. The rapid repetition rate does not allow the material to cool between pulses, and inbuilt stresses from thermal cycling do not accumulate. Quantitatively, much deeper holes were made possible, from much greater per-shot (i.e., whole pulse-train burst) fluences of many tens of kJ cm⁻². On the microsecond timescale and micrometer spatial scale of the pulse-train burst irradiation here, this accumulated heat does not substantially dissipate; it is not simply that the laser energy is being delivered more slowly. Subsequently, the medium relaxes thermally and largely recovers its original state, with some exceptions here: bond-coordination rearrangement in fused silica, and ablation of the organic component of dentin, reorganizing the mineral component to be more like enamel.

Secondly, it appears likely that the repetition rate here is sufficiently high that plasma-mediated ablation may be persisting from pulse to pulse – that the ionized state does not fully relax to neutral, and therefore plasma-mediated ablation is kept ‘simmering’ between pulses. This may be part of the reason for the incubation-like behavior seen from fluence-division measurements, an incubation which nonetheless does dissipate on the longer timescale between pulse-train burst shots.

4.2 Ablative quenching

It is clear that in terms of heat-impact, treatment of tissues or materials with microsecond pulse-train bursts of ultrafast laser pulses does not look like treatment with microsecond laser pulses.

As discussed above, laser pulses of duration less than about 1 ps produce material removal with characteristically little heat left behind in the substrate. In this regard, reference is sometimes made to the length scale over which heat may diffuse during the laser-pulse duration τ:
\( L_{th} = \sqrt{D \tau} \)  

(1)

where \( L_{th} \) denotes the thermal scale length, and \( D \) represents the thermal diffusivity \([4, 5, 22–24]\).

Together with this, in the case of linear absorption, the argument is made that energy from the laser is deposited as heat over another characteristic length scale, the optical absorption depth \( L_{abs} = 1/\mu_a \), where \( \mu_a \) is the linear absorption coefficient. If \( L_{abs} \) significantly exceeds \( L_{th} \), then heat diffusion is relatively unimportant during laser irradiation, and the interaction is sometimes said to be ‘thermally confined’ \([24]\).

Caveats remain, when using this relationship to identify the range of heat effects. For one, while the laser-deposited heat does not diffuse far during irradiation, the heat distribution will continue to relax following absorption. The characteristic length \( L_{th} \) is a self-similar scale length of diffusion, and, like the FWHM, it refers to a range established with reference to the peak of the distribution – it is the same whether the deposited heat is very slight or very great. Thus \( L_{th} \) should not be equated to a length over which heating has impact, in a material or in a biotissue. More precisely, what is physically more significant is the range over which the local specific heat or temperature at any time exceeds a material threshold – a latent heat of fusion, for instance. For biological processes, not only the instantaneous local temperature but also its whole time history is important, in context of the Arrhenius model \([25]\).

A second caveat to make is that in non-scattering media the absorption length \( L_{abs} \) naturally is referred to the direction of laser propagation, whereas heat diffusion is not. For a focal spot smaller than \( L_{abs} \), it should not be expected that thermal effects would be laterally confined to the zone irradiated.

Though the self-similar scale length \( L_{th} \) of heat diffusion is not a good metric for the range of thermal effects, it is critically important in a slightly different context: during the time of laser irradiation, heat diffuses into the medium by that scale length, and correctly gives an upper limit for the temperature gradient. Where the specific heat exceeds the heat of fusion, vaporization, or ionization, material may be removed, and the temperature gradient initially determines the pressure gradient that drives spallation or evaporative ablation.

In the case of sufficiently long laser pulses or cw irradiation, absorption and ablation may proceed together nearly in steady-state. For ultrafast laser pulses, the heated layer may be still very thin at the end of the irradiation, and hot, and the gradient in both temperature and pressure may be very large. This fundamentally alters the picture of how ablation and heating are connected, and is preserved in pulse-train burst mode of ultrafast irradiation.

In context of evaporative ablation of material, the average rate of material removal is limited by the average power of the laser. If a given fluence is delivered in pulses, the peak optical field strength increases as the pulse duration decreases, and non-linear optical ionization of the medium results. Beyond this point, linear absorption due to chromophores becomes irrelevant, and the generic characteristics of absorption in a plasma govern the interaction, i.e., ablation is plasma-mediated.

In the case of plasma-mediated ablation, the linear absorption depth found from \( 1/\mu_a \) is effectively replaced by the absorption length in a plasma. This depends importantly on the density characteristics of the plasma formed at the surface, which in turn depends sensitively on the laser pulse. For a pulse <1 ps duration, of reasonable intensity contrast, a good approximation is a dense plasma at the surface resembling a metallic mirror, albeit at an electron temperature for which \( k_e T_e \sim 1 \text{ eV} \). Absorption occurs over a skin depth of this plasma (typically \( \sim 5–10 \text{ nm} \)), which depends on temperature, density, and laser wavelength. Given such a small optical absorption depth, the thickness of the heated layer may instead be determined by thermal diffusion during the laser pulse, characterized by \( L_{th} \). For a 1 ps pulse and metal-like thermal diffusivity (\( D \sim 1 \times 10^{-5} \text{ m}^2 \text{ s}^{-1} \)), this is \( \sim 20 \text{ nm} \).

The speed of the rarefaction wave of ablation in the dense heated material is governed by the ion-acoustic speed, \( c_s \), which increases with temperature:

\[
 c_s = \sqrt{\frac{\gamma_e k_e T_e + \gamma_i k_i T_i}{M}}
\]

(2)

where \( \gamma_e \) and \( \gamma_i \) are the adiabatic indices for the electrons and ions, \( k_e \) is the Boltzmann constant, \( T_e \) and \( T_i \) are the electron and ion temperatures, and \( M \) the ion mass. For a \( k_e T_e \sim 1 \text{ eV} \) plasma of \( M \sim 20 \text{ a.m.u.} \), it has a value of a few thousand meters per second.

In effect, the heat source remains in contact with the substrate for about the time it takes for the rarefaction wave to erode the heated layer; this time can be very small, and the heat diffused into the substrate nearly negligible as a result. Instead of diffusing as heat into the substrate, the energy absorbed into the thin plasma layer is quickly converted to directed kinetic energy of expansion, and largely decouples from the substrate. Effectively, the heating of the substrate is minimized by an efficient ablative quenching. For the example above, the ablative quenching time is \( \sim 10 \text{ ps} \).
This picture carries over to pulse-train burst ultrafast ablation, with small modifications: the process of ionization may not need to begin again with each pulse, if there is persistence of even low density of plasma; and the gradient of the plasma density may be affected likewise by what tenuous plasma does persist on a nanosecond timescale between pulses. Characterization of this depends on further experiments.

4.3 Range of residual heat

As discussed above, the characteristic range over which a material or biotissue is affected is not found from the self-similar scale length of Eqn. (1) – as Figure 10 illustrates, despite the 1-ps timescale of irradiation.

Heuristically, consider Figure 16 depicting heat deposited initially in a Gaussian distribution in one dimension. It will diffuse as a Gaussian of increasing width and decreasing amplitude, keeping the area under the curve constant (assuming no energy loss). At any moment, a range of impact can be defined (arrows in Figure 16) as the extent over which the specific heat (or temperature profile) exceeds the threshold for a specific effect under consideration, such as melting. For a heated spot well exceeding this threshold, initially this radius increases, following the spreading temperature profile; later the decreasing amplitude begins to drop everywhere below threshold, and the limit point where the threshold condition is met shrinks. The range of the effect is then the largest range, in time, of all ranges for which the threshold is met.

The hole sizes produced in aluminum, in the series of Figure 10, can be matched by finding – over a family of equal-area Gaussians – the maximum radius for which the specific energy threshold is met, viz.: 

\[ r_{\text{max}} = \frac{E_0}{\sqrt{Q_{\text{sp}} e}} \]  

(3)

where \( E_0 \) is the net absorbed energy, \( l \) is the thickness over which the energy is absorbed (100 μm in Figure 10), \( Q_{\text{sp}} \) is the latent heat of vaporization (J cm\(^{-3}\)) and \( e \) is Euler’s number. This depends of course on the amount of heat left in the substrate after ablative quenching.

The overall picture is made more clear in Figure 17, a simulation of thermal diffusion in aluminum following irradiation by a 12-μs train of 1-ps pulses focussed to a 5-μm radius Gaussian spot; this simple illustrative model includes no hydrodynamics, and assumes constant absorption efficiency. Two different absorbed energies are compared, corresponding to different irradiation conditions, or to two absorption efficiencies. The trajectory of the simulation shows the radius at any time within which the temperature exceeds the melting point of aluminum. The two melt-diameters of Figure 17 are roughly
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**Figure 16** Schematic illustration of thermal diffusion of a Gaussian temperature distribution (heat vs. space) over time (from A to F): where a threshold effect (e.g., necrosis, specific heat of fusion), is the reference, the FWHM of a heat distribution is not relevant in characterizing range of impact. Rather, as a Gaussian relaxes in time a maximum width (arrows in A–F), measured at the threshold (dashed green line), is established, after which the distribution drops everywhere below significance.
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**Figure 17** Simulation of thermal diffusion in aluminum following irradiation by a 12-μs train of 1-ps pulses, and assuming two possible absorbed energies. In each, the trajectory follows in time the maximum radius at which the temperature exceeds the melting point of aluminum.
15 \mu m and 44 \mu m, to compare to the 30 \mu m hole-diameter in Figure 10.

5 Conclusions

Pulse-train burst treatment of materials or biotissues employs two characteristic timescales – pulse duration, and inter-pulse delay. Mixing the absorption and hydrodynamic timescales associated with ultrafast laser pulses together with the thermal diffusion timescales of the nanosecond inter-pulse timing, makes for a new regime of interaction (Figure 18). The capacity follows, to control the accumulation of nearly negligible amounts of residual heat from ultrafast pulse to ultrafast pulse.

Because ultrafast-laser ablation is at intensities above the optical breakdown threshold, the details of linear absorption in a particular medium – metal, dielectric or tissue – are not immediately important. Except possibly in the initial optical breakdown, and generation of plasma, absorption by intrinsic chromophores is not significant. And for the question of ‘thermal confinement’, ultrafast-laser plasma-mediated absorption is also generic: for intense pulses of \sim 1 ps or less, plasma absorption and ablative quenching are nearly universal, and collateral heating is small because on a thermal-diffusion timescale, the absorbed energy largely is converted to kinetic energy of expansion of a thin layer from the surface, and thermally decouples from the substrate. Nonetheless, on a nanosecond timescale between pulses, and a microsecond timescale of the pulse-train burst, small amounts of heat left in the specimen after each laser pulse can accumulate.

As a consequence, the pulse-train burst method can ablate at a per-pulse fluence which is below the nominal threshold for single-pulse ablation [12]. Thus, these sub-threshold pulses can collectively etch a material at rapid rates while at very gentle fluences. It appears likely that some number of sub-threshold pulses at the beginning of a pulse-train burst do not substantially ablate dentin, but instead contribute to preconditioning the material, perhaps slowly incubating a mediating plasma which persists from pulse to pulse, adding a new temporary linear absorption useful in etching a dielectric.

The mechanical, thermal, and thermodynamic, characteristics of a given substrate remain important of course. There are essential distinctions between processing metals and the treatment of teeth, though because glass and teeth are both dielectrics, there is a wealth of behavior in common between them. Studies in fused silica and ceramics are instructive for treatments of teeth; changes in structure are evident in the modified or recast material around an ablation feature, as seen in both cases by MRS.

For dentin, micro-Raman analysis revealed that the chemical composition of the flowed or recast dentin has changed significantly after laser irradiation. With longer pulse-train burst durations, organic components are effectively carbonized or evaporated, and dentin turns into an enamel-like material, glassy smooth in appearance and exhibiting the micro-Raman signature of enamel. If controlled suitably, perhaps this process may prove useful for sealing the treated area of dentin during laser drilling. The control of heat deposited, combined with the gentle
ablation at rates comparable to mechanical tools, makes pulse-train burst machining a promising ancillary for dental surgery. Robust and compact laser systems currently under development are likely soon to provide 10–100 MHz pulse-train bursts at shot repetition rates >1 kHz or more. These will bring average etch rates to levels that are practical and attractive for clinical application.

In results on agar gels, serving as a proxy model for soft tissues, mechanical characteristics are a key in determining the impact of ultrafast burst-mode treatments. The short-lived plasma self-emission during laser irradiation makes clear that plasma-mediated ablation is very limited in hydrogel. Without a connective scaffold, the hydrogel lacks significant tensile strength, resulting in a cavitation void in the gel that forms and opens at the speed of a shockwave. Following the formation of this cavitation void, absorption into the plasma ceases, shutting down ablation. According to the timescale and lack of self-emission, it is much less plausible that material ejection and plasma-plume formation is what hinders absorption into the plasma.

Hydrogel ablation, therefore, reasonably reflects ablation in high-water-content soft tissue (e.g., renal tissue) that lacks a collagen matrix. Different results can be expected for connective tissues with a collagen matrix (as for differentiated organs) since the higher tensile strength will restrict cavitation, or cavitation will become anisotropic, and orientation of the laser axis to the collagen scaffold will become important. On high tensile material, such as dental hard tissue, it is observed that plasma self-emission lasts for the entire duration of the pulsetrain burst.

Significant questions remain about the ideal characteristics of an ultrafast-laser pulse-train burst for different interventions or therapies – the choice of inter-pulse spacing, the prospect of optimized intensity-envelopes tailored, say, for the ablation of teeth. These issues promise a higher degree of specific control of absorption, thermal diffusion, shockwave generation or secondary radiation, and answering them already shows the promise of clinical impact.
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